Fresh Produce Safety Rule
Is My Farm Exempt?

Your farm is excluded if:

- You grow only produce that is NOT a raw agricultural commodity
- Produce that is for your personal or on-farm consumption

Your farm has an average annual produce value of $25K* or less (during the previous 3-year period)

Your farm is exempt if:

Your product is commercially processed and you obtain documentation that the product was adequately processed

QUALIFIED EXEMPTION REQUIREMENTS
to be eligible for a qualified exemption

1. Food sales to qualified end-users average <500K per year, during the previous 3-year period.

2. Product must be sold to a qualified end-users in Ohio only OR within 275 miles of the farm.

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Even with a qualified exemption you must still meet some requirements

- Document certain farm practices
- Disclose your name and address of where the produce was grown

*Value changes with annual inflation